
Nonprofit FAQ

What is a Critical Need Alert?
A Critical Need Alert is the Foundation's response to an immediate community need. It is a special opportunity
for Foundation donors and the public to join together in leveraging resources to provide immediate relief.

What is the Great Needs Challenge?
The Great Needs Challenge is a Critical Need Alert campaign to bring hope and comfort to central Ohio families
who are struggling as the economic recession lingers. Whether unemployed, underemployed, or living with
greatly reduced income, our neighbors are unable to afford the necessities of life including food, prescriptions,
and a roof over their heads. In response, The Foundation's Governing Committee has committed $500,000 in
matching contributions to support a broad range of basic needs. Donors have multiple giving options-they may
make a single contribution to the Great Needs Challenge Fund to be shared among the seven participating
organizations, designate a gift to one nonprofit, or designate a gift to multiple nonprofits.

How will contributions to the Great Needs Challenge be distributed?
Contributions designated to your organization will be distributed directly to your nonprofit at the end of the Critical
Need Alert. Contributions to the general Great Needs Challenge Fund will be allocated dollar-for-dollar across
each of the seven non profits at the end of the match period with the goal of helping each nonprofit reach its
investment opportunity target funding leveL. Once each nonprofit has reached its funding goal, funding in excess
will be distributed to the seven nonprofits proportionally based upon the percent allocation for each organization's
funding target.

When does the Critical Need Alert begin?
The Critical Need Alert begins on November 15, 2010 at 2:00 p.m. for donors with funds or planned gifts at the
Foundation. The public may participate beginning on December 1, 2010 at 2:00 p.m.

When does the Critical Need Alert end?
The Critical Need Alert will end on December 15, 2010 at 2:00 p.m. or when matching funds are exhausted,
whichever occurs first.

Is there a minim um contribution?
The minimum grant suggestion amount for Foundation donors with donor advised funds and supporting
foundations is $100. The minimum credit card gift for all other Foundation donors and the public is $20.

Is there a maxim um contri bution?
There is no maximum contribution through PowerPhilanthropy or the Critical Need Alert.

What is the match?
The Foundation will match 50 cents for every dollar received, while funds last-this means that $100 becomes
$150 for your organization.

Is there a maxim um match amount?
There is no maximum match amount per fund or individual contribution.

Will my organization receive match funds after its investment opportunity target is reached?
Contributions designated to your organization will be distributed directly to your nonprofit after you have met your
funding goal. Contributions above your investment opportunity target will not be matched. Once all seven
participating organizations have reached their investment opportunity targets, funding in excess will be
distributed proportionally based upon the percent allocation for each organization's funding target.

Is there a limit to the amount my organization can receive?
The Foundation has allocated up to $500,000 in matching grant dollars. There is no maximum to the amount
your organization may receive through the Critical Need Alert.

What if a donor gave to my organization prior to November 15?
Contri butions made to the Great Needs Challenge for your organ ization will be matched beg inn i ng Novem ber 15
at 2:00 p.m. Contributions made prior to this will not be matched.




